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OCF Deployed in Korea LH Smart Home Project

Posted on: December 7, 2021
Industry leadership from Korea Land and Housing Corporation overcomes significant IoT security, privacy and interoperability challenges with OCF

[image: alt]OCF is the Foundation for the Korea LH Smart Home Platform

07 December, 2021 – The Korea Land and Housing Corporation (LH) has adopted the Open Connectivity Foundation (OCF) secure cloud-connected technology as the foundation for its national Smart Home Platform. This has helped LH to overcome significant IoT security, privacy and interoperability challenges. The initiative enhances residents’ living experiences through access to smart healthcare, intelligent safety systems, greater convenience through automation and improved energy management and control. All of this is achieved through the convenience and automation of the LH Smart Home.

Jin Meong Eo, Director of the Korea Land and Housing Corporation, adds: “We have made it our mission for all public housing to adopt smart homes. This is not only a response to the government’s digital policies. We are working to continue Korea’s leadership in innovation for the good of society. We are opening up access to healthcare, making living environments safer and saving energy to protect the world around us. OCF is one of the key components in helping us to achieve this in a secure, scalable way and that is why we chose OCF in our project.”

A secure- and private-by-design IoT smart hub in each home collects and analyzes IoT big data. It also features built-in fine dust and CO2 sensors, and helps residents to control 15 different types of device via an OCF-compliant Smart Home app. Based on this project, the goal is to continue to expand into public housing, with more than 223,000 households estimated by 2025.

Mr. Mark Trayer, Chairman of the OCF Board of Directors, comments: “Connecting IoT cloud environments with a range of devices and device types presents significant security, privacy and interoperability challenges. This is limiting consumers’ options and hindering market expansion. As governments work to connect infrastructure, proprietary IoT solutions can’t meet their requirements. Delivering a smart home service like this at scale both answers these challenges while improving tenants’ lives. This is true leadership from LH, and a model that can be replicated elsewhere.”

OCF collaborates with the IoT ecosystem to deploy and evolve the OCF ISO/IEC specifications, including the Secure IP Device Framework, its open-source reference implementation, and an industry-recognized certification program. All of this enables secure end-to-end implementations that encompass device-to-device, device-to-cloud, and cloud-to-cloud. The technology fosters competition, facilitates productivity, and drives innovation while aiding secure deployments with rapid development and simple integrations with IP networks and non-IP systems.

For more information on Open Connectivity Foundation and the Secure IP Device Framework, please visit: www.openconnectivity.org.

About Open Connectivity Foundation 

The Open Connectivity Foundation (OCF) is a global, member-driven technical standards development organization. Its 500+ members are working to enable trust, interoperability, and secure communication between IP-connected IoT devices and services. It does this by fostering collaboration between stakeholders across the IoT ecosystem to deliver the freely-available ISO/IEC specifications, including the Secure IP Device Framework, its open-source reference implementation, and an industry-recognized certification program. This enables innovative new secure use cases and user experiences, reduces development costs, integration complexity and time to market, and simplifies regulatory compliance to IoT security and privacy baselines.

OCF members work across the enterprise layers of infrastructure, applications, and data. They collaborate to co-create and deploy systems in an open and standardized way, enabling devices to communicate over IP, regardless of form factor, operating system, service provider, transport technology, or ecosystem.

The vertical-agnostic technology has already seen significant adoption in the smart home sector and is now enabling the transition to secure, intelligent, Building Automation Systems (BAS) based on IP connectivity networks.

OCF website | IoTivity open-source implementation | Twitter | LinkedIn | YouTube | WeChat | News & blog
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Let’s Grow Your Business

Analysts predict there will be upwards of 25 billion devices on the Internet of Things by 2020. But for device manufacturers, the fragmentation of standards, especially the lack of a cohesive interoperability strategy, has hindered innovation opportunities to maximize interop and increase market share.

Benefits of Open Standards and Open Source

OCF’s Specifications are truly an open standard committed to broad scale interoperability. The Open Connectivity Foundation enables manufacturers to leverage all of the benefits of an open source, open standards community to quickly create and implement reliable, secure device discovery and connectivity across operating systems, platforms, transports, and vendors.
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The IoTivity Open Source Project is an independent open source project hosted in GitHub, allowing manufacturers to design products and innovate new applications by utilizing the code and OCF Specifications, bypassing the need to develop to every physical transport or operating system in order to maximize interoperability and market size.
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With nearly 15 liaison agreements with industry leading organizations, OCF works with industry groups encouraging them to share their data models for reuse. OCF's tooling encourages the design of interoperable device data models for IoT, enables users to create simple models for any IoT device (using Open API Specification (OAS2.0) and JSON) in a matter of minutes.

The easy-to-integrate architecture of IoTivity and the openness of OCF's data models enables manufacturers to convert these organizational liaisons into working interoperable implementations, lowering the overall cost of development.

Expand Across Devices and Industries

OCF Specifications allow manufacturers to drive interoperability across different devices and vertical uses, expanding their market opportunities by interconnecting with other IoT things. OCF interoperability further lowers manufacturer’s development costs by reducing the number of multiple SKUs of the same product that would be required to support multiple transports to meet differing industry needs.

To learn more about how OCF is enabling the Internet of Things by allowing your offerings to go beyond verticals, please click here.
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OCF Bridging Framework

By developing to the OCF stack and utilizing OCF’s Bridging Framework, manufacturers are able to span multiple vertical industries and maximize their development investment to increase cross-market opportunities. Additionally, OCF bridging capabilities enable companies to fully integrate OCF certified products into proprietary and legacy solutions without losing their current investments. For more details view the OCF Bridging Specification here.


















Serious IoT Security That is Easy to Implement

Because OCF Specifications include a common security framework to manage device to device communication, manufacturers can focus on increasing innovation and expanding their market share without worrying about adding additional security layers. End users can rest assured that OCF certified products maintain an exacting standard for secure interoperability and ease of management to address future security concerns and updates. To learn more about OCF Security Framework go here.
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Introducing IoTivity – open-source secure IP connectivity

Posted on: February 17, 2023
Revolutionizing with the IoT 

The Internet of Things (IoT) is revolutionizing the way the world works and plays. In our pockets, on our desktops, and even on the walls of our homes and offices, web-enabled smart devices utilize a variety of embedded processors, sensors and communication hardware to collect data, which is then analyzed and acted on, often automatically. The IoT is an enabler of a larger digital transformation, producing vast quantities of data to be stored, transmitted and utilized over an ever-expanding global network.

This treasure trove of data feeds artificial intelligence platforms and data analytics applications and impacts nearly every aspect of our daily lives. But data shared between such a vast network of devices comes not without its risks, and concerns over the security of smart devices are ongoing.

For the IoT ecosystem to flourish, security must be integrated from inception, not as an afterthought. The Open Connectivity Foundation (OCF), a global, member-driven technical standards development organization is working to enable trust, interoperability, and secure communication between internet protocol (IP)-connected IoT devices and services. It does this by fostering collaboration between stakeholders across the IoT ecosystem to deliver the freely-available ISO/IEC specifications, including the Secure IP Device Framework, its open-source reference implementation IoTivity, and an industry-recognized certification program. This enables innovative new secure use cases and user experiences, reduces development costs, integration complexity and time to market, and simplifies regulatory compliance to IoT security and privacy baselines.

The vertical-agnostic technology has already seen significant adoption in the smart home sector and is now enabling the transition to secure, intelligent, smart buildings and smart city infrastructure based on IP connectivity networks.

What is IoTivity?

We’ve established that IoT facilitates seamless connectivity, and brings many benefits into our daily lives. IoT improves machine efficiency and data sharing, enabling more informed decisions which optimizes processes. This improved communication helps identify risks, inefficiencies and potential bottlenecks within device networks.

Furthermore, IoT provides a competitive advantage by facilitating data-driven decisions and enabling new or optimized business models which enhance connectivity needs. Beyond convenience, standardization of IoT domains just makes sense, especially in a business context. It can open up access to new markets, reduces development costs, reduces integration complexity and time to market, simplifies regulatory compliance, enhances supply chains, and inspire further innovation.

IoTivity is an open-source framework that implements the Open Connectivity Foundation (OCF) standards and facilitates these benefits by providing easy and secure communications for IoT devices. The IoTivity project was created to bring together the open-source community to accelerate the development of the framework and services required to connect these billions of devices. Sponsored by the Open Connectivity Foundation (OCF), a group of industry leaders that have created a standard specification and certification program to address these challenges, the IoTivity project delivers a reference implementation of the ISO/IEC recognized OCF standard specifications.

[image: alt]

Figure 1. IoTivity Communication Methods

Ultimately IoTivity supports secure connectivity across devices and domains, crucial for storing your data. Secure standards offer peace of mind to consumers, businesses and city planners alike, inspiring trust and confidence as IoT becomes more intertwined with every aspect of our personal and public lives.

How can IoTivity benefit your network?

Some of the key challenges faced within IoT are seen with non IP based standards technology which results in limited interoperability, proprietary protocols and technologies, licensing issues, companies creating a “Closed Ecosystem” (zero or limited Interoperability with other Vendor devices), low adoption of open standards by various industry consortiums, security and privacy concerns, dilemmas in “ownership” of data from variety of IoT devices, lack of strong certification for ensuring protocol & application profile and interoperability. A long list! IoTivity can help mitigate these challenges in a number of ways.

Cost

Unlike proprietary protocols, every OCF device has an IP address and as such can be administered by an IT professional. This removes the need for a specialist installer to configure a gateway. Currently proprietary systems will be connected to the internet and need a gateway to run between IP and non-IP which requires a specialist on-hand when the system is critical. Cutting out the need for this specialist is a huge cost benefit as proprietary platforms require specialist training. The use of IP means that any qualified individual can implement these systems.

Security

OCF utilizes Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) standards, which incorporates standard methods involving certificates to enhance security. IT professionals can use role-based certificates as a solution to improve security. Certificates can then be adapted so only certain aspects of data can be accessed, creating an additional security layer. Furthermore, dedicated compliance and privacy rules that redact and anonymize sensitive data, before storing and disassociating IoT data payloads from information that can be used to personally identify consumers can be set.

Since OCF is free of any consumer ecosystem, anyone can run up their own cloud and deploy the OCF infrastructure while maintaining absolute control and privacy of their data. Any participant can rent a server, deploy infrastructure and control everything within the server farm. This is invaluable as nobody can see or monetize the data unless permission is given.

Finally, the OCF has put in place traceable links between security legislation and the compliance of the OCF specifications to the legislation. As clauses within legislation are directly mapped to clauses within the OCF specification, and the OCF (conformance test tool) CTT verifies conformance to the specifications, implementations are assured to comply with legislation worldwide. Through this, users, city planners and businesses can ‘compile their compliance’ and ensure data is being utilized securely, effectively and ethically.

[image: alt]

Figure 2. ‘Compile your compliance’ for regulatory baseline IoT security

An agile and lightweight platform

IoTivity will run over a lightweight IP Protocol which includes ethernet, Wifi, cellular networks from 3G to 5G and Thread. It also fits into 96k of RAM/512k of Flash meaning it can be run over small, embedded and inexpensive devices. This lightweight implementation can be seen by OCF member Cascoda through its small, low power embedded module which can perform secure IP-based IoT communications. The OCF certified platform is based on an open-source software development kit (SDK) which offers OCF’s secure IP framework and application layer, Thread’s low-power and scalable IPv6-based network layer protocol; the required Thread IP router; and OCF cloud connectivity functionality. Learn more about secure embedded IoT using OCF and Thread in this whitepaper.

The efficient nature of the platform makes IoTivity a good choice for Linux developers looking to add secure connectivity to lightweight products and can be deployed as a package across a large number of machines.

Ready to start using IoTivity?

If you’re ready to create a successful Linux build using IoTivity with Make, CMake or mbedTLS, visit the IoTivity website here: http://iotivity.org/build_linux/

*First published in the Linux-Magazin February 2023 edition.


Filed Under: Blog 
Open Connectivity Foundation Announces 68 New Members Including Haier Group, LG Electronics and NETGEAR Inc.

Posted on: December 7, 2016
As one of the largest IoT consortiums with more than 300 members OCF is making significant steps towards a connected ecosystem

Beaverton, OR. December 6, 2016 – The Open Connectivity Foundation (OCF), a leading Internet of Things (IoT) standards body, announced the addition of 68 new member organizations including Haier Group, LG Electronics and NETGEAR Inc., growing membership to more than 300 companies. As one of the biggest IoT consortiums, this surge in membership follows the announcement last month that OCF and the AllSeen Alliance merged under the OCF name and bylaws with the mutual goal of creating a common IoT standard.

… [Read More]
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View OCF's Industry Partners
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	Allion Labs
	Blu-Castle Iberia S.L.
	BSC-Computer GmbH
	China National Electric Apparatus Research
	Cisco Systems
	Comarch, Inc.
	Data People Connected Limited
	DEKRA Testing and Certification S.A.U.
	DigiOn, Inc
	DT&C Co., Ltd.
	ETRI (Electronics and Telecommunications Research Institute)
	Gemtek Technology Co., Ltd
	GP Electronics (HK) Limited
	Gree Electric Appliances, Inc of Zhuhai 
	Hitron Technologies Inc
	Huawei Technologies, Ltd.



















	Korea Association of Smart Home (KASH)
	Kistler Instrumente AG
	MBS GmbH
	Networking Services Corp. S.A.
	Ningbo Joynext Technology Corporation
	Ningbot Sunvot Technology Co., Ltd
	PCD, LLC
	Sagemcom Broadband 
	Shaw Cablesystem G.P
	Shenzhen Skyworth Digital Technology Co., Ltd
	Shina System Co., Ltd
	TTA (Telecommunications Technology Association)
	UL Verification Services
	Zowee Technology (Heyuan) Co., Ltd
	ZTE Corporation
	ZyXEL Communications Corporation






























OCF Nonprofit Educational Members


























	Hankyong National University
	KAIST
	Kookmin University
	Kyung Hee University
















	Kyungpook National University
	POSTECH
	Seoul National University
	Soongsil University




























OCF Adopter Members


























	4Choice Ltd
	7 Layers GmbH
	ACCESS CO., LTD.
	Actiontec Electronics, Inc.
	Adaptant Solutions AG
	Advanced Digital Broadcast SA
	Advinno Technologies Pte Ltd
	Affinegy, Inc.
	AhnLab
	Ajou University
	ALi Corporation
	Allegro Software Development Corporation
	Alpha Networks, Inc
	Alpha Nodus, Inc.
	Alpha Systems Inc.
	AlterSciences
	Alticast Corporation
	Amlogic (CA) Co., Inc.
	Andes Technology Corporation 
	Appception, Inc
	AppMyHome
	Arcadyan Technology Corporation
	Arcelik A.S.
	ArcherMind Technology (Nanjing) Co., Ltd.
	ARRIS Group, Inc.
	Asurion LLC
	ASUSTek Computer Inc.
	Atmel Corporation
	Avempace
	Axstone Co., Ltd.
	AZM Dev
	B&W Group Ltd.
	Barun Electronics
	Baustem Information Technologies Co., Ltd.
	BCBS AZ Advantage
	Beechwoods Software
	Beijing Changfeng Information Technology Industry Alliance
	Beijing Ling Long
	Beijing uni-cocloud Technology Co., Ltd.
	Beijing University of Posts and Telecommunications
	Bennett University - CSE
	Bercman Technologies AS
	Bespin Global Digital Service, Inc
	Beyond Solution
	BigJungle Ltd
	Bits + Bites
	BKM Systems Group LLC
	Bluetronics
	BONTOM Games
	Bouygues Telecom
	Brightstar Corp.
	Broadwave Corp.
	BSH Home Appliances
	Buffalo Inc.
	Bureau Veritas CPS
	Bynew Technology , Inc
	CAICT (China Academy of Information and Communication Technology)
	Cairo University
	Cascoda
	Catalina Labs, Inc
	Cavium Inc.
	Cellco Partnership
	CESI (Beijing CESI Technology Co., Ltd.)
	CETECOM Limited
	Charter Communications
	China Mobile IOT Company Limited
	China Unicom Research Institute
	Cinch Home Services
	CJ Hellovision
	Clarinox Technologies Pty Ltd
	Cleinsoft, Inc
	Cloudwards
	Colorado Engineering
	Comcast
	Comfylight GmbH
	Commax Co., Ltd
	Compal Broadband Networks, Inc
	CoreBrands
	Corporativo Lanix S.A. De C.V.
	Cox Communications
	Coway Co., Ltd
	CRESPRIT Inc.
	Crosscert-Keca
	Cryptosoft Ltd.
	CSA Group
	Cubebite
	Cuchen Co., Ltd
	CyberLink Corp.
	CyberTan Technology, Inc
	Cygnus Consulting
	Cyient Limited
	CYT IOT, INC.
	DanKook University
	Darshii Enterprises
	Data Alliance Inc.
	DataArt Apps, Inc.
	Davinci Cloud Co., Ltd. 
	Dayou Winia Co., Ltd
	Dell
	Devialet
	Diagramics
	Digicert
	Digience
	Digital Concepts GmbH
	Digital Cloud Technologies
	Dish TV Technologies Ltd
	Disney Worldwide Services, Inc.
	D-Link Corporation
	Dongbu Daewoo Electronics
	Dongseo University 
	Dongyoung Media Co., Ltd.
	Dream Security Co., Ltd 
	DSP Group
	DTT Technology Joint Stock Company
	Duncan Bee and Associates
	Dysrupts
	Ecofrost Technologies Pvt, Ltd
	Edworks
	Eesti Innovatsiooni Instituut 
	Elcometch Co., Ltd
	E-Lead Electronic Co. Ltd.
	Elettrotecnica Rold S.R.L
	Ecofrost Technologies Pvt, Ltd
	Eco-Luxury Technology Co., Ltd 
	Ecopartners
	Eesti Innovatsiooni Instituut 
	Eigen Technologies PVT, LTD
	Einfochips Ltd. 
	Electrolux Home Products, Inc.
	Elica SpA
	Elitegroup Computer Systems Co., Ltd.
	Elpro Energy Dimensions
	Encored Technologies, Inc.
	Engage Technologies LTD
	Enphase Energy Agreement
	Eonti
	Esaver Technologies Solutions Pvt Ltd
	ESS Technology Inc.
	EUROICC d.o.o.
	Excentis
	EY- Ernst Young
	Ezex Corporation
	Ezixy
	Faber S.p.A.
	Fabita s.r.l.
	Favo Construction Technologies
	Feelux Co., Ltd
	Fibar Group S.A.
	Fine Point Technologies, Inc.
	FKA Distributing Co., LLC DBA Homedics
	Flexell Engitech
	Float Design Labs
	Flying Loft, Inc
	Focalcrest
	Fogscape Inc.
	FOTILE Group Ningbo FOTILE kitchenware co, LTD. 
	Frontier Smart Technologies Ltd.
	Frtek
	Fujitsu Limited
	Funai Electric Co. Ltd.
	Fundacio Tecnocampus Mataro Maresme
	Fusion Information Technology Co.
	Futin
	FYES
	GCT Semiconductor, Inc
	GE Digital
	Gigabyte Technology
	Global Wavenet
	Golden Technology Corporation
	Gongzone Institute Corporation 
	GoPro, Inc.'
	Granite River Labs
	Greenwave Systems Pte. Ltd
	GrowSafe Systems Ltd.
	GuangDong Macro Co., Ltd
	Guangdong OPPO Mobile Telecommunications Corp., Ltd
	Guangdong Vanward Thermal Energy Technology Co., Ltd
	Guangzhou Geer2 Software Technology Co., Ltd
	Guangzhou StartAI Technology Co., Ltd
	GUPnP and Rygel project
	Hager Electro GmbH & Co. KG
	Haier
	Han Song Technology Ltd
	Hangzhou Awaretec Technology
	Haritha Technologies
	Hashh Automations
	HCT Co, Ltd.
	HDC I-Controls Co., Ltd
	HDL Automation Co., Ltd
	Heartland Data, Inc
	Hisense Electric Co., Ltd.
	Hon Hai Precision Industry Co., Ltd.
	Humax Co. Ltd.
	Hunature
	Hyperion Tech
	Hyundai Development Company
	Hyundai Telecom Co., Ltd
	iB Hubs
	IBM Corporation
	ICT Compliance Co., Ltd
	IDRO Co., LTD
	IFB Industries Limited
	iFoundry Systems (s) Pte Ltd.
	III (Institute for Information Industry)
	Ilevia S.R.L.
	IM Soft Lab
	Industry Lighting Ltd
	Infineon Technologies Asia Pacific Ptd Ltd
	Infomark
	Initial State Technologies, Inc.
	Inline Technologies
	Innopia Technologies, Inc.
	Innova Bilisim Cozumleri
	Innovate Green Tech Pvt, Ltd
	INSIDE Secure
	Insight Designs Web Solutions
	Integrated Enterprise Solutions
	Intel
	Intellicode Co.
	Intellienergy Tech S.r.l.
	International Copper Association
	Intertek Testing Services NA, Inc.
	IoT Technologies (Thinnect)
	Iotamy
	Iotas, Inc
	IoTracked, Inc.
	IoTracx
	IS2T_MicroEJ
	iSoftstone Inc.
	Isowalk, Inc.
	iST-Integrated Service Technology Inc.
	ITE Tech, Inc.
	IT Infrastructure Technology Solutions
	Jasmin Infotech Pvt. Ltd
	JetHead
	Jiguem Company Corp
	Johnson Controls, Inc.
	Jubix Co., Ltd
	Kaon Media Co., Ltd
	Katerra
	Kepco
	KGFC
	K.J. Consultants
	Koolsign
	Korea Institute of Lighting Technology
	Ksign Co., Ltd
	Ksmartech Co., Ltd.
















	KT
	Korea Internet & Security Agency
	Kovai Digitech
	Kuled, Inc
	Kumsangtech Co. Ltd
	Kwangwoon University
	Kyowon Corp 
	KyungDong Electronics Co., Ltd
	LG Electronics
	LG Uplus Corporation
	L&T Technology Services
	Labseed Co., Ltd
	LEEDARSON IoT Technology Inc
	Lenovo
	Lemonbeat Gmbh
	Libratone A/S
	Life Science Technology
	LIFX
	Liveon Technolabs
	Loewe Technologies GmbH
	Lowe's
	Lui Technology, Inc
	Lynx Technology
	MagicEco
	Maltani Corp
	Marine Management Consulting
	Mark Professional Service
	Marvell Semiconductor, Inc. 
	MDS Technology Co.
	Mediacom Communications
	Mediatek USA, Inc.
	Mera Software Services, Inc.
	Microsoft
	Midcontinent Communication
	Midea Group
	Milom Consulting
	Mios Ltd.
	Mitsumi Electric Co. Ltd.
	Moda, Inc.
	Most Power Co., Ltd
	MTREECARE
	MujinENG
	NCTA- The Internet & Television Association
	Netgear
	NTELS Co., Ltd.
	NIPA
	Nortek Security & Control
	nMeta LLC
	Nokia Networks
	Novatek Microelectronics Corp.
	Novus Labs
	NThings
	Nuance Communications
	Nubrx LLC
	Nue World
	Neustar
	Nuri Telecom
	Oasys Cybernetics
	Objectivity Inc.
	Ohsung Electronics Co., Ltd
	Omnivoltaic Energy Solutions Co. Ltd. 
	Onbiron
	ONENI Co., Ltd
	Onetech Corp
	ONKYO Corporation
	Opatech Global
	Openmind Networks, Inc. (GOLGI)
	OpenPath Products
	Optimurz
	Orbweb Inc.
	Oregon State University
	Ostec Centroamerica, S.A.
	OSS Nokalva Inc.
	Penta Security Systems, Inc.
	Perisync Technologies
	Pfind
	Ping Communications AS
	Pioneer Corporation
	Pixela Corporation
	plgd s.r.o
	PNNL
	Poliot, Inc
	Portland State University
	Prophet Masterpiece Technology Co., Ltd.
	Proquandrant, LLC
	Proxima Software di Vanini Mirco
	PTIGlobal
	PuLu IT Consulting Co., Ltd
	Pulse Sysems, LTD
	QNAP System, Inc.
	Qognify, Inc. 
	QUBER CO., Ltd.
	Quallink Technology, Inc
	Quby B.V. 
	RadioPulse, Inc. 
	Raonix Co., Ltd
	Realtek Semiconductor Corp
	Real-Time Innovations, Inc.
	Red Alert Labs
	Red Submarine Co., LTD
	Resideo
	Reynold Vogel, Inc. DBA Merv Software
	Robertshaw Climate
	Rouge Group LLC
	Ruhr-University Bochum (RUB) 
	Runtime, Inc.
	Saintioe Corporation
	Saltbox Communications
	Samplified International BV
	Samsung Electronics
	Samsung Electro-Mechanic Co., Ltd.
	Samsung SDS
	Saneauto Motive
	Sasken Technologies Limited
	Saygo, Inc. 
	Schätti AG Metallwarenfabrik
	Schneider Electric
	SD System
	Sectigo Limited
	Seagate Technology
	Second Mind, Inc.
	Serma Safety & Security
	ServerZip
	SGS Group
	Shanghai Fortune Techngroup Co., Ltd
	Shanghai NGB Labratories Co.
	Sharp Corporation
	Shenzhen Morlab Communications
	Shenzhen National Engineering Laboratory of Digital Television  Co., Ltd.
	Shenzhen SDMC Technology Co., Ltd
	Shunya OS
	Sigma Designs
	Signal Information & Communication Corp
	Signove Tecnologia SA
	Silego Technology Inc.
	Silicon Dust
	Silicon Labs
	Silicon Motion, Inc.
	Silvair
	Simsys Global, Inc
	Singapore Semiconductor Industry Association (SSIA)
	SK Telecom
	Skyworth Group Ltd.
	Smart Appliance Technology Research Center of Guangdong
	Smart Home and Away
	SMDSolution Co, Ltd
	sMedio Inc.
	SnapAV
	Snappthings
	Socionext Inc.
	Solarclue
	Solid Year Co.
	Solum
	Somfy
	Spawnlab Technologies Corp.
	SPL Sistemas de Informacion, SL
	Starm Tier. Corp. Business Solutions
	STMicroelectronics International N.V.
	StreamUnlimited Engineering GmbH
	SureSoft Systems PVT LTD
	Sure Universal
	Suvana Techno Solutions
	Suzhou Innonetwork Technology Co., Ltd.
	Svachallan Solutions Pvt
	SweetLabs
	Symantec Corporation
	Synology Incorporated
	Systematic Consulting Group
	Tampere University of Technology
	TATA Consultancy
	Tat Elxsi Limited 
	TCL Technoly Electronics (Huizhou) Co., Ltd.
	TEAC Corporation
	Technomagickal Pty Ltd
	Techsys Automation
	Teksun, Inc
	Telechips Inc.
	Telecom Italia
	Terawe Technologies
	The Silent Intelligence
	ThroughTek Co., Ltd.
	Thug, LLC
	Tia Co., Ltd
	Tinnos
	Tismo Inc.
	TMPF, LLC
	Top Victory Investment Ltd.
	Top VPN Canada
	Toyama Controls & Systems
	Transcend Information, Inc.
	TRESTECH CO., LTD
	Tri plus grupa d.o.o.
	Truecom Telesoft
	True Safe (Realty Automation Security Systems)
	TrustAsia
	TUV Rheinland
	TUV SUD Limited
	Tuxera, Inc.
	U-MEDIA Communications, Inc.
	Uangel Corporation
	Ubiquitous AI Corporation
	Ubisys technologies GmbH
	UBIVELOX Mobile Corp
	Unified Inbox Pte., Ltd
	Unionplace Co., Ltd
	Universal Communications
	UOC Co., Ltd
	urban.systems
	Uroboros Technologies
	USAI Lighting
	V-Squared
	Vanderstok Consultancy
	Variantz
	Varni Digital
	VDOO Connected Trust, LTD
	Verge 3D Solutions
	Verimatrix, Inc.
	Vestel Electronics INC.
	VIA Technologies, INC.
	Videon Central
	Vietnam Post and Telecommunication Industry
	Vimar S.p.A
	Vinetech Co., Ltd
	Virgin Media
	Vivint, Inc.
	Vkan Certification & Testing Co., Ltd.
	VMC Consulting Corporation
	Volteo LLC
	VPNCrew
	VPN.com
	VU Security
	Waft Energy Technologies
	WebDesigns LLC
	Well link
	
	Wiloc Technologies S.L.



	Wireless Environment, LLC
	WIZnet Co., LTD.
	Works Systems, Inc.
	WJR Consulting, Inc. 
	Wulian IoT Sensor Technology Co., Ltd
	Wyld Research LTD
	Xiamen Hulian Electronics Co., Ltd.'s
	Xpetize Technology Solutions PVT, Ltd
	Xtrans Solutions Private Limited 
	Y8 Studio, Inc.
	Yunchang CO., Ltd
	YzOak
	Zhejiang Supor Electrical Appliances Manufacturing Co., Ltd
	ZTACOM
	Zuul, Inc












































OCF Membership Demographics by Geographic Region
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OCF Membership by Country
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To get the latest news & events
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